Natural Science Learning Outcomes (currently proposed version):
•
•

Students will describe the scientific methods that lead to scientific knowledge.
Students will report and display data collected, interpret experimental observations, and
construct explanatory scientific hypotheses.
• Students will use theories and models as unifying principles to understand the natural
world.
• Students will gain an understanding for how the natural sciences are used to address
societal issues.
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Natural Science Learning Outcomes (edits proposed by Andrew Dolby):
•

Students will demonstrate understanding of the investigative methods used by scientists
to create scientific knowledge.
• Students will be able to: develop explanatory hypotheses for observations, design
observational studies and experiments, report and display scientific data, and interpret
data in a scientifically sound manner.
• Students will be able to use theories and models as unifying principles to make
predictions about natural phenomena.
• Students will demonstrate understanding of how scientific methods and resultant
knowledge are applied to address specific technological and societal challenges.
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